We develop one method of indexless transformation of color expressions. The method is based on evaluation of Casimir operator on tensor product. We apply it to fast calculation of cube diagram for gluons. From JIMWLK equation we derive one parton evolution equation and prove gluon reggeization in arbitrary color channel. We also consider generalization of BK equation for dipole consisting of parton and antiparton of arbitrary charge.
Casimir on a tensor product
In many calculation in QCD we often need to transform term like T a R M T a R , where R -some color representation, T a R -generator and M -some matrix. Usually such transformations plagued by complicated index algebra. We develop method of indexless decomposition based on existence of the second Casimir operator which is simple constant in irreducible representations.
Consider tensor product of two irreducible representations: A ⊗ B. For Lie group generators in A ⊗ B have form
As usual A ⊗ B split into direct sum of irreducible representations
where Q -denote representations and V Q -invariant vector space. Generators also can be decomposed
where T a Q obey usual reducibility conditions
In other side, from (3) and (4) we have
where P Q -projection operator on subspace V Q . Projectors obeys natural properties
where D Q is the dimension of corresponding representation. Finally we have
Under gauge transformations matrix M transforms as M → U M U † . So it transforms as R⊗R, whereR denote complex conjugate representation (decomposition R⊗R = 1⊕other gives natural correspondence between forms on V R and vectors in VR). Small gauge transformations inR have formψ →ψ(1 − iε a T a ). So we can conclude
Casimir operator for complex conjugate representation is same: CR = C R . So in matrix notation we can write
where M Q = P Q M .
Gluon cubic diagram
As example we calculate first non-trivial color factor in the gluonic Feynman diagrams which is convolution of eight structure constants 
Of course, invariant (11) can be calculated using conventional properties of f abc and d abc symbols. But this needs careful treatment of tensor expressions, especial with sign factor. Here we present method of calculation in terms of SU (N ) invariants. It is clear from Fig. 1 that the value of (11) can be expressed as
where we used common fact that group structure constants is generators of a adjoint representation. The following formula is direct consequence of (8)
Inserting (13) into (12) and using properties (7) we obtain
Now we need to know properties of representations entered into sum in (14). Decomposition of the tensor product of two adjoint representations of SU (N ) group can be obtained using Young diagrams. Casimirs C R can be calculated in various ways [3] . Here we only collect and write in Table 1 required values taken from [1] . After some amount of simple algebra we obtain result
There are two interesting consequences of (15). The first is the inapplicability of large N c limit for considered color factor in the SU (3) case due to factor N 2 + 12. The second consequence is the SU (2)-scaling violation 2 . This scaling is the observation that in many types of diagrams color factor for SU (N )-case is equal to SU (2)-case factor multiplied on some integer power of (N c /2). The advantage of presented calculations is absence of any ugly tensor algebra. All relevant invariants for SU (N ) group can be once collected into compact tables and repeatedly used later.
One parton evolution equation
In many papers in discussion about BK equation authors usual start from dipole scattering amplitude. But we can also start from single quark scattering amplitude. In this paper we consider case when a projectile consist of only one parton in the arbitrary color representation R. JIMWLK equation reads [4] 
where S[α] -projectile scattering amplitude as functional of target fields. Note that here we assume that the projectile is leftmoving. Now we would like to find the action of the JIMWLK Hamiltonian on the one parton S-matrix. The latter is given by
where we assume that the S( x) is a color matrix acting on parton color index. Functional derivatives of S( x) can be easy evaluated
where T a R -SU (N ) generators in representation R. Convolution with V can be evaluated with help of following property
After all evaluations we finally arrive at
In the fundamental representation we can substantially simplify this equation by using
Combining all terms we arrive at the first equation of "charged BK hierarchy"
where
In the last equation we can easy recognize the dipole scattering amplitude. Equation (22) have very natural and clear physical meaning. Quark at transverse position x emits gluon into the position z. Emitted gluon can be viewed as quark-antiquark pair. Antiquark part of the gluon combine with original quark into color dipole. Then the first term in (22) can be viewed as multiple scattering of color dipole and quark component of the gluon. Second term correspond to the virtual correction due to requirement of the overall probability conservation. It is not surprising that equation (22) in not closed and we must write full hierarchy. But we can close it in the weak scattering approximation. Now we want to switch into the weak field limit where assumed that the target fields are small.
Gluon reggeization
In weak limit we define scattering amplitude M (x)
In this limit M (x) ≪ 1 so we can neglect nonlinear terms in (20) and can use identity
Substituting the expression (9) into (25) and by making use of (8) we finally arrive at
Equation (26) provides the closed expression for the evolution of the scattering amplitude of the projectile in the given representation R in the channel with the given color exchange Q. For complete solution we needs to decompose initial conditions M 0 into sum of irreducible representations Q and solve for each component equation (26) . Note that the singlet representation has zero Casimir and it gives constant solution of (26).
Equation (26) can be easy solved in the momentum space
Solution can be easy obtained as
Where M (0)
is starting conditions for evolution. This solution has regge form M ∼ s α(t) as it should. Usual expression for ω(k) in the adjoint case have form [2] 
Integrals in (27) and (29) can be evaluated and they gives equivalent answers
where µ -infrared regulator.
Generalized BK equation
Now we consider case where projectile is color dipole builded from two partons in representations R andR. We want to study evolutions of following scattering functional
where U -Wilson line in representation R. After evaluating functional derivatives in JIMWLK Hamiltonian (16) we get
where M zxy is well-known dipole kernel
In evaluation of (32) we use identity
Key point of our method is using decomposition (10). Then we finally arrive at
When R equal to the fundamental representation we can easy obtain usual BK equation. We know that3 ⊗ 3 = 1 ⊕ 8. Casimirs are C 1 = 0, C 8 = N . We have two projectors satisfying P 1 + P 8 = 1. Projector to invariant state is simple P 1 M = Sp(M )/N . So 
Equation (35) is a first equation of complicated nonlinear hierarchy (usual BK hierarchy is linear).
